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1.  WHAT IS CONTENT MARKETING,
ANYWAY?

Content marketing. 

 

Content is king.  

 

Buzzphrases are for capturing something’s essence, for getting some form of message

‘out there’ in a format that’s digestible.

 

 What it doesn’t do is give the full picture, tell the whole story. One has to go beneath

the surface to get to the nitty gritty.

 

That’s my intention with this chapter.

 

To go beneath the surface and give you a useful introduction into what this whole

content marketing thing is all about. I hope to remove any confusion you might have

about it, and give you a very clear understanding about what it is.

 

So, let’s get started.



THE DEFINITION

Simply put, content is using content in order to market, right? Duh. Yeah, I know, just

bear with me here.

 

Aka, you are using words to attract interest, to demonstrate expertise and build trust

when it comes to your company, your product/service and you. (Sometimes, you and

your company are the same thing).

 

Some would argue that content marketing is as direct as trying to get customers to

buy your thing. You can see that there’s a big overlap with sales here, can’t you?

 

Side note: paid ads, whether old-school (on TV/radio) or new-school

(Facebook/Instagram ads) are still very much a thing, and you can make money this

way. 

 

Every business, though, should have content as its bedrock…  after all, before you

then go out and tell the world about you, which is what ads are essentially doing, it's

imperative that you shop window is all in order.

 

What many people don’t realise is that content both  sets up your stand with your best

foot forward and  tells the world about you. In other words, it impresses your

(desired) visitors that land on your website, and sends them your way in the first

place. That’s the beauty of it.

 

PS. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) also plays a key role, more on that later in this

Guide.



WHY IT'S SO IMPORTANT

Here’s why this ‘content marketing’ lark  is so important…
 

Online, there is no single better way to organically build a relationship with your

customer than through content marketing. There just isn’t.

 

And the core, the bedrock, the foundation stone of all your content is your blog.

�� See also: 11 Reasons Why Your Business Needs an Active Blog

What better way to get to know you, to get a feel and a flavour for you, to engage

with you, than through the knowledge and personality you can demonstrate through

your blog?

 

Yes, you have a great service or a product to offer. You know what you provide is

hugely valuable. Your (prospective) customer has a need. Maybe they’ll hop right

onto your website and go straight to that buy or book a demo button. 

 

But, the chances are very high that this won’t happen. Seeing as 92% of the traffic

coming to your page is from customers not intending to buy anything on that 1st visit,

those that do are in a tiny majority.

 

This is why it is so important for you to build that connection and develop a

relationship with them. Or, to use another analogy that I’m particularly partial to, to

lead them down your garden path.

 

These words are so important, that I'm going to repeat them, this time in bold text:

 

What better way to get to know you, to get a feel and a flavour for you, to engage

with you, than through the knowledge and personality you can demonstrate

through your blog?

 

And content marketing is the way in which you can do that. It is the best way in which

you can do that. Whether it’s content in the forms of words, or audio, or video, there

is magic in it.

https://www.honestcontent.net/blog/11-reasons-why-your-business-needs-an-active-blog
https://www.honestcontent.net/blog/11-reasons-why-your-business-needs-an-active-blog


IN SUMMARY

Content shows your customers who you are, the value you can bring, and the

opportunity to build trust and connection with them, to get those warm and fuzzy

feelings inside. To ultimately take them from visitor -> engaged -> paying customer.

 

Or, arguably even better than a paying customer…  a loyal fan. One who’ll shout about

you and your offering to others IRL (in real life) and online, without you even asking

to. 

 

This is where the companies that consciously cultivate engaged customer

communities will be the ones that reach the moon. �  

 

For an example of a company that's done this really well, check out Monzo and their

Community Forum over at https://community.monzo.com/

 

That’s what content marketing is, and that’s why you should care about it.



2. THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONTENT

There are 3 different forms of content that you will see on websites & on social

media. 

 

As this guide is concerned with helping you make your business digital, we will be

concerning ourselves with online content, and that which is in the written form.

 

Of course, though, content can also be offline - for example in the form of leaflets,

flyers, letters, brochures.

 

The 3 different forms of online content are:

 

1. WRITTEN 

2. AUDIO

3. VIDEO

 

Whilst our focus in this Guide will be on written content, first let's take us look at the

two other forms of content though, which are both important in their own right,

audio  and video content.



AUDIO

Podcasting is an incredibly powerful form of content. I have personally listened to

podcasts before buying a product or service. In fact, I listened to The Fizzle Show  for a

while before purchasing a membership to the Fizzle community -> www.fizzle.co

 

I am still a member there to this day, paying them monthly for the privilege. It’s an

awesome community with an excellent library of courses for digital entrepreneurs.

 

There are an estimated 67mn regular podcast listeners in the United States, and

around 5mn in the UK. As more and more of us discover podcasts and become

listeners, these numbers will continue to rise. It also won’t be long before we’ll be

able to listen directly to podcasts through our car stereos.

 

Podcasts can be listened to on the morning commute, at the gym, whilst walking, or

otherwise during idle time.

 

Many industries, such as the Financial Services industry, are largely lagging behind

when it comes to podcasting, just as they are with written content. 

 

Nick Synnott is the host of the ClimbInConsulting podcast, using the show as part of

his marketing/brand strategy to promote his business, CreateEngage. In his words:

 

"By producing your own podcast you can develop a real connection with your guests and

your audience whilst positioning your firm at the centre of the industry conversation. In

doing so you build your firm’s brand, demonstrate credibility and attract prospective

clients directly to you.”

 



VIDEO

Like audio, with video you can access a whole new audience segments - those who

choose to consume video content over written or audio content.

 

It also adds another layer of connection than is possible through words.

 

Whether it’s a homepage/landing page video, or a ‘how to’ video on your website/to

share on social media channels, video is another way to show your personality and

build an emotional connection, whilst also positioning yourself as an authority in the

area in which your product/service is serving.

 

Like audio, video can be a highly effective form of content which you can use to

attract and engage your customers. Shorter-form videos often work best, due to the

way in which consumers consume video on social feeds. This is why videos you see on

LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter are often between 1 and 3 minutes long.

 

Videos can also aid your sales process, by being attached to sales outreach emails, or

by integrating them within an email sequence/auto-responder (more on this later in

the Guide).



3. WRITTEN CONTENT & HOW TO USE IT
EFFECTIVELY

So now we’ve talked about the video and audio, let’s talk about written words. As

exciting and engaging that audio and video are (I use both, and intend on continuing

to do so), the written word is the foundation stone, I feel.

 

As long as language exists, this will continue to be the case. To visit a website, to

search on google, what do you use? Words.

 

What’s the first thing your eyes scan when you land on a website, and ultimately

determine whether they want to stay there for longer or not. And with our attention

spans typically being shorter these days, those first few seconds, those first few

words are important.

 

Ultimately, the words form the meat-and-potatoes of your website. It’s ultimately

words which will direct your customer around your website, words that form a large

part of content that your visitors/prospective customers read, or will otherwise

direct them towards other forms of content (video and audio).

 

Speaking of directing your customer around your website, this is where you it's a

good idea for you to design your website & webpages in a way that is conducive to the

journey you would like you customer to take.

 

We'll also talk about this more when we get to The Garden Path Roadmap. 

 

But before we look at that, let’s look at the different types of written content, the

individual pieces of the puzzle which, together, form a beautiful, start-to-finish,

content journey and ultimately attract, engaged & capture those customers of yours,

so you can build a customer community - creating warm leads, paying customers &

loyal fans in the process.



A) WEBSITE COPY

The words you use on your homepage and other webpages are crucial. As we’ve

talked about, those first few seconds of your customer’s interaction with your

website will determine whether they stick around, how long for and where they will

click next.

 

A well-designed website will artfully guide your customer around and take them on

the journey that you’d like to take them on. (See, later on in this Guide -> The Garden

Path Roadmap).

 

Key pages include: homepage, about page, product page(s) and blog page. Really,

though, careful thought and consideration should be given to every single web page,

both from a design and written-content perspective.



B) BLOG ARTICLES

Once your visitor (AKA potential customer) has dug around your homepage and about

pages, they’ll ideally be pointed towards useful, impressive, authority-demonstrating

blog articles.

 

Not only do these therefore serve a crucial purpose on your website, but they can

also be shared on social platforms and elsewhere on the web, and thus act as a form

of marketing for your website, pointing customers to your website with that ultimate

goal of capturing email addresses.

 

Good implementation of SEO practices also aid with visibility and rankings on search

engines, and thus can increase the traffic - and your potential customers - to your

website.



3. E-BOOKS, GUIDES & WHITE PAPERS

92% of the customers who visit your website are not there to make a purchase*.

 

Therefore you can have the best-designed ‘make an enquiry’ or ‘buy from us’ page and

lead capture form, but it won’t make any difference.

 

This is where your website’s content is so crucial. And this is why you want to gain

their email address, so that you are able to start building a relationship with them by

following up individually, or via a newsletter.

 

Ideally, every blog post you write should include a call-to-action. Every CTA should

be pointing them towards them the sale (‘make a purchase’) or pre-sale (‘make an

enquiry’), or to a place whether they can pass their details over in exchange for your

adding value to them.

 

And this is where an e-book or guide comes into play.

 

A relevant, longer-form, dive-deeper piece of content that’s designed to really engage

with them, help solve a problem they’re having related to what you’re offering (or, at

least, set them on our way), and demonstrate your value & authority. 

 

For B2B marketing, white papers are a more scientific, research-driven form of

content that can serve a similar purpose, with an emphasis on positioning yourself as

a market authority in your chosen niche. 

 

These pieces of content are downloadable, in exchange for an email address (and

ideally a first name, as it means you can address your prospective customer

personally when it comes to following-up with them directly, or via a newsletter).

*Source: PR Newswire: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/study-92-percent-of-

consumers-visiting-a-retailers-website-for-the-first-time-arent-there-to-buy-

300390086.html



D) CASE STUDIES

It is commonplace to see ratings & testimonials displayed on a website. Everything

from Google & Facebook Reviews, through to platforms such as Feefo.

 

What’s even more, powerful, are artfully-crafted customer case studies with rich

content (images, quotes, even audio/video), which are written in story-format,

showing the beginning (problem), middle (solution) and end-result (how the customer

was left feeling as a result of using your product/service).

 

These are effective for use on your website, on social media and also in outreach

emails that you send - as attachments to demonstrate value/social proof, or in a

PS/email signature. 

 

You can find some great examples of Case Studies, and the different ways in which

they can be used, over at -> www.CaseStudyBuddy.com

 

So, now we've looked at the different types of content which each play a part in the

customer journey, and gaining your customer's attention. Let's put them all

together...



4. PERMISSION MARKETING, EMAIL LISTS
& COMMUNITY

Old-school marketing looked like this: mass-sending of flyers through letterboxes, or

buying a television advert. 

 

This is interruption marketing, and it actually is still used today and does generate

results, but it’s ineffective in relation to the percentage of uptake.

 

Representing new-school marketing, on the other hand, is a form of marketing known

as permission marketing. Marketer Seth Godin describes it as such:

 

“Permission marketing is the privilege (not the right) of delivering anticipated, personal

and relevant messages to people who actually want to get them.

Permission is like dating. You don’t start by asking for the sale at first impression. You earn

the right, over time, bit by bit."

 

Since Seth Godin started talking about Permission Marketing, HubSpot started

talking about ‘Inbound Marketing’.  

 

Some would argue that ‘Inbound Marketing’ has become the phrase in the mainstream

used to describe this new-school way of marketing. It is not uncommon to see

‘Inbound Marketer’ job titles, especially in marketing agencies & martech (marketing

technology) companies.

 

For further reading, HubSpot’s annual State of Inbound Marketing reports provide

the latest trends and insights. 

 

2018’s report shows a marked focus on converting leads to customers, which again

demonstrates the extent to which inbound marketing has become the adopted

strategy of today by HubSpot’s clients, arguably some of the more forward-thinking

technology companies, and otherwise, across the globe. Again, though, Financial

Services firms have been slow on the uptake.

 

�� HubSpot's 'State of Inbound Marketing': latest report

http://www.stateofinbound.com/


THE OVERALL AIM OF CONTENT MARKETING

In short, the inbound/permission marketing process can be outlined as such:

 

1. Attracting traffic

2. Converting visitors -> leads

3. Converting leads -> sales

4. Turning customers into raving fans and repeat customers

5. Analysis, measurement and continuous improvement

 

Year-on-year, results show a definite increase in inbound marketing, and a decrease

in traditional marketing methods such as direct mail and advertising.

 

By opting-in to receive your newsletter, or your guide, or your podcast, you have

ultimately been given permission for your customer to receive your goods.

If your customers chooses to provide you with their email address, and gives their

consent to receive your newsletter/offers, you can do just that.

Before signing up, you have attracted, engaged & captured your customer. Once you

have an email address and permission to market to them, this is where the nurturing

part of the process comes into play.

 

The chief aim of your content marketing strategy is to ATTRACT, ENGAGE,

CAPTURE & NURTURE those customers.

 

Later in this Guide, I outline The Garden Path Roadmap as a formula for attracting,

engaging and capturing your customers. The Roadmap  adopts the principles of

Inbound Marketing, whilst leaning towards quality > quantity when it comes to lead

nurturing, humanising the customer versus seeing them as a mere metric, and with

the view that a small, engaged community has greater inherent value than a mailing

list of 1000s (or more) with email address with whom you have zero connection with.

 

Your idea in the first instance is to attract and engage your customer, to impress and

entice them enough for them to take action in the form of providing their email

address - e.g. by downloading your guide & opting-in to hear from you in the future

(often in the form of a newsletter).

 

 Note: with GDPR now enforced, explicit consent re: contact/marketing to your

customer is imperative.



THE ROADMAP: A PREVIEW

Here's a short-version of what The Garden Path Roadmap looks like:

 

ATTRACT + ENGAGE: web copy & blog articles

CAPTURE: ebooks/guides/whitepapers

NURTURE: 1-to-1 relationship building, newsletter, webinars, events

 

Once you have an email address, nurturing comes into play; through following up 1-

to-1, through a newsletter with valuable content & offers, through webinars (online)

and events (in-person).

 

We’ve now talked about permission/inbound marketing and email lists, and the value

of then. There’s one more part to this section we have not yet addressed, and that’s

community.

 

The most basic form of community is a mailing list who you send a newsletter too,

directly. This is a didactic form of community, i.e. it’s one-way.

The strongest, most valuable form of community is one that is able to engage with

one another. That could be in the comments section of a blog, inside a Facebook

Group, or otherwise on an online platform where they can interact with one another.

 

The Monzo example

An example of a forward-thinking Financial Services (fintech) company who have

developed and facilitated a highly-engaged community and a big fan-base of

advocates is Monzo. Such is the engagement that customers/community members

often answer questions posed by other community members, before/without Monzo

staff members having to step in and answer. Staff and customers hang out in the

forum & engage with one another, there is no heirarchy, the community feeling is

strong and Monzo’s customers are very passionate about the product and what

Monzo stands for.

 

If you can build a community around your brand, bring people to you who actively

want to work on/solve the problem they are having which your business is addressing,

you have hit gold. 



THE ROADMAP: A PREVIEW (CONT.)

Your customers may or may not buy from you, but either way they are interacting

with you, with one another, and they will tell other people around you - whether they

realise it ("hey, Bob, come join this community it’s great"), or not (i.e. through their

activity on your blog / social media (theirs) / community platform (yours), all of which

has the potential to reach others online.

 

We live in a world of permission marketing, email lists and community.

Over time, you want to grow your customer community (by attracting, engaging &

capturing customers with your content and securing their email address), and then

increasing community engagement by enabling them to interact with one another. 

 

Short-term view = buy low-quality leads online; sell, sell, sell; if this fails, forgot

about this lead and move onto the next

 

Long-term view = capture your own leads (email addresses), and nurture them over

time, letting them choose when/how they engage with you, and understanding the

value of nurturing them and giving them value (for free) through your content and

facilitating a community even if they never buy from you. 

 

Some of these customers will buy from you, some won’t but will become valuable

members of your community and loyal fans, and some will become both.

Either way, you can understand the value being built here, for your business and your

brand, can’t you?

 

So, now we know about the methodologies we’re adopting here, let’s look at how

we’re going to take these concepts and turn them into a reality.



5. THE 'GARDEN PATH ROADMAP'
I’ve always liked analogies. They help us visualize things and concepts that would

otherwise be difficult to visualize. They help us connect the dots and gain an

appreciation for things. And they add a sense of fun. I’m all about the fun.

 

I’ve come up with a roadmap (analogy) of sorts which I initially used to paint a picture

of the market roadmap for myself. I shared it with a couple of client, and they liked it

too, so it went from there really. I call it the Garden Path roadmap. I like gardens, and

I like paths.

 

It’s a fun analogy to use for clients who are wondering down this garden path of yours

which you have carefully and thoughtfully crafted, and it nicely depicts the journey

from opening the gate (arriving at your website) to basking in the fountain at the end

(purchasing your product or service).

 

 

The most effective content marketing strategies will delicately and authentically

guide your visitor around the place to get a view and a feel and slowly realize (if it’s

right for them) that your product or service seems to be the perfect thing for them at

this moment in time.

 

As they say, you can build the best product or service in the world, but without telling

your customers what it is and leading them through that pathway, your product or

service won’t be bought. It’ll remain gathering dust, deserving to be used by the world

but with the world not knowing anything about it. A real travesty.

 

Here are the different parts of the garden path, and I shall then talk about each

checkpoint along this route, why it is important, and what you can do to make that

checkpoint as lovely and warm and welcoming as possible, so that your customer -

B2B or B2C - keeps walking. Until there is no place left to walk but they want to

experience more and there’s only one way that they can now do that: drink from that

fountain.

 

So, let's begin...



STAGE 1: THE GARDEN GATE

Your potential customer arrives at the gate either by complete luck, or because

someone else told them about this gate - they may have only seen the gate and not

gone inside, or they may have ventured partly or fully along the path.

 

Once they open the gate, what is presented to them once they are inside is very

important indeed. Picture 2 different scenarios:

 

1) inside the gate, the landscape is dark, or barren, or otherwise cluttered with lots of

leaves and twigs and branches all over the floor and in the way. There’s a whole

bunch of things going on…  and yet nothing really happening. The garden visitor may

spend a good while flitting around and choosing where to settle, or they might be so

unsure/put off that they turn back out as soon as they came in.

 

2) OR, on getting inside the gate, they see a beautifully kept path leading further

down. Not too far ahead they see beautiful flowers and trees, and further ahead of

those a continued sense of fresh air and lightness. They want to see more, they want

to feel more, they want to stay in this garden for longer and experience those lovely

joys that there are to offer.

 

The first impression has been a good one, it is even better on the inside than they

expect it to be. They want more, more, more.

 

TRANSLATION:

they arrive at your website and like the vibe.

 

The home page clear and well-designed.

 

Both homepage and menu clearly guide them towards finding out more for

themselves.

 

As far as “shop-windows” go, this is a good’un. A really good'un.



B) OPENING THE GATE & GOING INSIDE

So now on the other side of your gate, they are greeted with a little fork in the road

and squiggly little paths floating out in either direction. Ah, but they have to choose.

 

Oh wait, there’s also another, third path, connecting those two paths. Isn’t that handy?

they think. They opt for the path with a big map and list of key points-of-interest here

in the garden.

 

A good place to start as any, in fact, probably the best bet. Wow, this map looked

ornate from the outside (beautifully ornate & carved from one piece of wood), but it sure is

practical also.

 

Clearly marked paths and points-of-interest in the garden, a couple of which have

caught your Customer’s eye as it happens...

 

TRANSLATION

So now on the other side of your gate, a few things have caught your customer’s eye.

This is good. They want to get stuck right into it.

 

They click the ‘About page’, and on there they get clear info about who you are but

they are then directed onwards to things they may wish to explore.

 

Just as well, as those bright things they saw when first entering were exciting.

There’s almost too much to look at and not enough time.

 

They *really* shouldn’t be spending too much time in this place, they think, they

ought to get going in a little while, really...



C) LOOKING AROUND THE GARDEN

Your customer quickly visits a couple of points of interest, just quickly…  before they

ought to go.

 

There's a beautiful tree right there. And a woodland squirrel just chomping away on a

nut. Oh boy, this place is pretty cool.

 

TRANSLATION: the points of interest are, in fact, representative of the START HERE

page on your blog, which gives an overview of where they have gotten to, who built

this place, and some of the most popular landmarks, the 'tourist hot-spots', if you will.

 

Now your customers understands what sort of place this is and who it’s for, and on

the surface this all appears…  interesting. Without wanting to get too carried away,

they would now look to delve more into some of the information, by reading a couple

of articles that catch their eye on the “start here” page.



D) LOOKING AROUND THE GARDEN SOME MORE

Wow, that squirrel is cool. And OMG, is that a deer. A deer and a squirrel?!  Is it my lucky

day or what?  your customer thinks.

 

TRANSLATION

Wow, ok, that second article they just read on the blog *really* spoke to them. The

tone is great, the author “understands” them and, in fact, they were thinking about

this very thing being talked about, just recently.

 

In fact, this *thing* on their mind has been a bit of a thing for a while now. Eerie. At

the bottom, they notice a prompt - “How do you feel about this? Anything you find

particularly difficult about…?”  Hmm, it feels a little “out there” to start putting a

comment here. Surely?  

 

It *is* quite fun to see what others have written, though. Oh look, that person pretty much

just said what I was thinking. I’ll “like” that comment or “upvote” it...

 

...your customer thinks.



E) THE VERY IMPORTANT NEXT STEP

"Right, now I am TOTALLY intrigued", your customer thinks.

 

This is no ordinary garden. It feels...magical.

 

TRANSLATION:

Your customer arrived here, and got to this point, because they are lacking some

information, some knowledge, some clarity. And now this thing they have visited is

spectacularly answering their questions. They are mind-blown.

 

Each of the 3 articles they have read thus far have been pretty much on the money. A

couple of the articles linked to a special guide. *They save this link*. In fact, no, they

download it right away that moment. They weren't even supposed to be here as long

as this! They decide to download it now as they’ll probably forget later and this

tranquil place has *really* spoken to them. They have been caught off guard here.

They are a little lost for words.



F) YOUR CUSTOMER LEAVES THE GARDEN

Your visitor leaves your garden, getting back to his/her own ‘normal’ world, and the

garden is almost forgotten about, until…
 

–> The e-book they downloaded *not only* provided them with engaging and valuable

content, but provide *you* with an email address for your customer where you have

been given permission to keep in touch with them, and to keep building that long-

term relationship with them.

 

Your Customer: "gosh, the garden has gotten in touch with me. Life got busy again,

it’s been nearly 2 weeks since I was in there and I’d totally forgotten about just how

powerful that experience was. This nudge could be timely. I do want to go back, don’t

I? There’s lots more to explore. And - hold up - apparently I don’t have to physically

go back there. I just have to whack on a pair of glasses and I’ll be back there? Um, ok.

I’m sold buddy."



G) YOUR CUSTOMER RETURNS TO YOUR GARDEN

Okay, so I think you understand this whole garden-analogy-thing now, so let's revert

to normal speak...

 

Over time, through the newsletter and posts and other things going on (webinars,

reading a personal blog, thought leadership), the customer has started to build a long-

last relationship with you, getting deeper an deeper with every email open, article

read, and interaction with you (and with other community members at the bottom of

the blog articles).

 

During one of these newsletter-prompted visits, they notice the case studies on your

page. They are starting to think and to feel like a possible customer. Hmm…  almost

without realising.

 

They read about other people just like them, who also seemingly stumbled on this

fantastic resources before taking the leap, getting the conversation going, and

putting money on the table. And boy, were they glad that they did. If anything, some

of them were saying that they wished they had invested sooner.



H) WOW, YOUR VISITOR TOTALLY JUST BECAME AN ACTUAL
CUSTOMER...

Can you imagine that?! Even sooner. Crazy. Your potential customer is getting closer

and closer to interacting with you. They are following the garden path, taking those

delicate little-known tangents with all sorts of goodies and treats hidden there, off of

the well-worn path. They have gone further than many people go, and they are so glad

that they did. They feel like Indiana Jones who has stumbled across a gem. They are

looking over their shoulder now and then, and it seems quiet all around and as if this

place was designed for them and only them. They feel spoken to and understood and

all these good vibes.

 

You have done it. You have led them to trust you, and to see the enormous value you

can offer them.

 

They press that all important pre-sale button on your website (or on the newsletter)

that says: “I’m interested in working with you, let’s talk.”

 

 

 

→  Congratulations! Your lovely visitor just became a happy customer. 

How? You made them feel welcome, built a connection with them + offered them

outstanding value, that’s how. <--



6. A QUICK NOTE ON SEO
Whilst this is a guide on content marketing, we have to give Search Engine

Optimization (or SEO) a mention. 

 

There is sometimes confusion around SEO, and there is often the belief that one must

choose between content and SEO. The reality is that they go together, hand in hand.

 

Good content will be written with SEO in mind. It will be engaging to read, with the

relevant keywords and phrases in the relevant places, to ensure that it takes best

advantage of Google’s algorithms.

 

Really, SEO is part of content. SEO is embedded within content, it is your content.

With SEO you are optimizing your content to increase it’s chances of being found on

the internet. 

 

That’s a high-level overview - really, SEO deserves it’s very own guide. 

 

You can start reading about SEO, over here on Moz’s excellent beginners’ guide:

https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo



7. TAKING ACTION: WHERE TO GO FROM
HERE
Phew, you made it to the end. That’s probably a lot to take in.

 

What you’ll probably want to do right now is to let some of those ideas simmer, and

then to re-visit certain parts of this guide that are most useful & relevant to you, right

now.

 

Feel free to print and annotate and highlight and otherwise gleefully spoil this

document to your heart’s content. The idea is to derive as much value from it as

possible.

 

These methodologies and principles & strategies have been successfully used for a

couple of decades online now.

 

Financial Services and other industries have been slow to act on them, or even to

realise the benefits. Sales are short-term, marketing is medium-longer term, so it

does take a different approach and a more forward-thinking approach, and one where

ROI can be measured to an extent - but not completely. (For example, stats/ROI when

it comes to podcasting can be tricky to measure, and yet as a medium it can be an

immensely valuable addition to your brand - when it comes to growing a community,

being seen as an authority, and all of the benefits that come from those).

 

HonestContent exists to help FS business, particularly those in/around the world of

mortgages, to move their businesses into the 21st century and move to a digital

business, self-generating their own warm leads through growing a customer

community.

 

How?



Well you probably know a little more about this by now but, in case you need

reminding:

 

ATTRACTING CUSTOMERS

 

2. ENGAGING CUSTOMERS

 

3. CAPTURING CUSTOMERS

 

4. NURTURING CUSTOMERS

 

Once you have a group of customers you can build relationships with, and provide an

opportunity to interact with yourselves and one another, you’re onto a winner.

You’ll have a marketing strategy in place that in constantly moving your customers

from that garden gate down that garden path, and a stready stream of customers who

are drinking from the fountain in the middle, whether that’s through buying your

product/service, or through having become a loyal fan through the immense value

they have derived from you since they first stumbled across you on LinkedIn, or on

that Google Search, and had little idea at the time just where that innocent internet

browse would take them...

 

This whole thing seems awfully meaty and overwhelming though, doesn’t it?

 

Where to start?

 

It’s a case of being strategic and prioritizing and thinking both about what will be the

most effective for you right now and what you can put in place to start to be effective

in the medium-long term.

 

At opposite ends of the spectrum you have a brand new business that’s just in

ideation phase. For example a mortgage business in Kent focused on freelancers. 

 

1.



It’s not currently generating any revenue, and so the emphasis in the short-term is on

direct sales, building out marketing in the background. Any here-and-now marketing

is to assist with direct sales.

 

For example, through generating a personable introductory video.

 

Or a useful freelancer’s guide to mortgages which you can send to prospects (short-

term sales) AND put on your website as a downloadable guide (medium-term

marketing).

 

If you’re a 5-man firm generating £40k in revenue each month, ideally you’ll have a

marketing strategy generating leads for your advisers. 

 

In this instance, you’ll want to think about building out an entire strategy - optimizing

your website copy, blog articles (or starting a blog if you haven’t already), e-

books/guides and case studies.

 

You can invest your revenue into your marketing, which will only increase your

revenue further if executed well.



8. FAQ + FINAL THOUGHTS
When’s the best time to start a blog?

1. From day one. Or, at least, in the first 6 months.

How often should I post?

When starting out, fortnightly. Eventually aim for weekly, and even more regularly.

Stats show that more content = better results.

How do I capture more customers?

By attracting more traffic, and mor effectively concerting that traffic through your

website design, layout & content strategy.

 

 

Content seems overwhelming. I believe in it, but I don’t know where to start.

Contact me, and I’ll help you figure out where to get started.

[CTA BUTTON/FORM/CONTACT here]

 

 

This guide was awesome, can I send it to a friend/colleague?

Yes, I’d be delighted if you did.

Can I leave you a review?

Sure. Better yet - tell me exactly what you thought of the guide, and I’ll fashion those

honest thoughts of yours into a review :)

 

 

jas@honestcontent.net

 

Jas



Thanks for reading, and congrats on starting your content journey. Months & years

from now, you’ll be very glad you got into all of this stuff. It’s very powerful indeed.

If you’re just getting started / are under time constraints, I’d urge you to choose a

downloadable guide and case studies you can use on your website, and attach to

emails / include on your email signatures, if nothing else.

 

These should both assist with your marketing (medium-long term) and sales (short-

term) as we’ve already deduced.

 

I do hope that you experiment with your own content, explore what works best for

you and suits your business, brand & personality. You might just end up landing on

something that works really, really well.

 

Hopefully you’ll be inspired to start your very own blog page and posting regular

content there. Remember, there are also other forms of content aside from articles,

for example videos and podcasts.

 

So long as your content is high-quality and highly valuable to your prospective

customers (i.e. created with your customer in mind), you can’t really go wrong. 

You’re putting content on your website which will only position you in a brighter

light, and will be useful/helpful to customers and so will only deepen the connection

between you & them. 

 

Just remember to include a CTA, and an option for them to hand over their email

address in exchange for something (a newsletter, a guide, both), and you’ll be dandy.

 

Oh, and let me know how you get on. I’d love that.



LAST THOUGHT / TAKEAWAY
Action: What ONE thing can start to do *TOMORROW* that'll get that garden of

yours into better shape?

 

Say Hello: I've love to hear what you thought about this guide. I *love* this stuff, so

I'm happy to answer any questions you might have for me…
 

 

Email: jas@honestcontent.net

Twitter: @jasraj0

 

Jas


